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birthing a slave motherhood and medicine in the - birthing a slave is exhaustively researched engagingly written and
persuasively argued and it skillfully blends social and medical history the volume is a major contribution to the literature of
slavery and it will have a wide appeal and enrich the work of a variety of scholars especially those interested in the south
and slavery health and medicine and women, birthing a slave google books - birthing a slave motherhood and medicine
in the antebellum south with their own healing traditions emphasizing the power of roots and herbs and the critical roles of
family and community enslaved women struggled to take charge of their own health in a system that did not respect their
social circumstances customs or values, birthing a slave marie jenkins schwartz harvard - birthing a slave is the first
book to focus exclusively on the health care of enslaved women and it argues convincingly for the critical role of
reproductive medicine in the slave system of antebellum america, birthing a slave motherhood and medicine in the while at times deeply disturbing and illuminating marie schwartz exploration of birthing in the slave communities of the pre
civil war antebellum south unveils the problematic practices that were executed as the professionalization and
modernization of obstetrics moved away from the hands of women into that of men, birthing a slave motherhood and
book by marie jenkins - buy a cheap copy of birthing a slave motherhood and book by marie jenkins schwartz the
deprivations and cruelty of slavery have overshadowed our understanding of the institution s most human dimension birth
we often don t realize that after the free shipping over 10, birthing a slave marie jenkins schwartz harvard - birthing a
slave is exhaustively researched engagingly written and persuasively argued and it skillfully blends social and medical
history the volume is a major contribution to the literature of slavery and it will have a wide appeal and enrich the work of a
variety of scholars especially those interested in the south and slavery health and medicine and women, project muse
birthing a slave motherhood and medicine - marie schwartz has produced a fascinating and disturbing account of slave
women s experiences of fertility childbirth and gynecological disorders under a system of domination and exploitation
birthing a slave is equally a history of southern doctors attempts to professionalize medicine in the antebellum era, the
slave ship by marcus rediker penguin random house - marcus rediker is the distinguished professor of atlantic history at
the university of pittsburgh and the award winning author of the slave ship he lives in pittsburgh
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